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The Plop Investigation 
 
   by Bob & George (MathBackpacks@aol.com) 
 
We sent this email to the Oregon Teachers of Mathematics (OCTM) listserv in response to a 
posting about an interesting "real-life" algebra application.  
 
To: octm@peak.org 
Subj: The Plop Investigation 
 
Good Cheer OCTMers, 
 
The "What does math have to do with real life?" posting was delicious, especially the milkshake 
plop investigation. The Virginian-Pilot article "N.C. schools to bring math down to earth" by 
Darren Freeman quoted H.L.Trigg Community School math teacher Elizabeth Reid: 
 

"For example, a milk shake could illustrate slope," Reid said. "Teachers would 
explain how plopping scoops of ice cream into milk makes a milk shake grow. 
Numbers would be assigned to the scoops of ice cream and the increasing volume of 
the milkshake. Then, an inclining line could be graphed. That way, when students 
found the slope of that line, they would see that the answer is more than just a 
number. It is actually the rate at which the milk shake grew." 

 
As writers of intertwingled math and science instructional stuff, we were intrigued by the many 
plopifications (Oops -- ramifications) of this investigation.  
 
Reid said, "Teachers would explain." Alas, alack, and oh heck. Reid did not say, "Students 
would investigate, experiment, discover, learn, et cetera, et cetera."  
 
Since this was given as an example of a real-life application, we assume that it was observed 
many times in real-life places and that many real-life experiments were run to validate the 
experimental method and results.  
 
 
The Milkshake Investigation: Adventures in Plopland  
 
The domain, of course, is measured in scoops, which are easy to count. 
 
   Domain = {no scoop, 1 scoop, 2 scoops, 3 scoops, ..., n scoops} 
 
The domain is a finite set of whole numbers, so the function is a discrete function, unless you 
measure tenths of a scoop, hundredths of a scoop, et cetera, et cetera. 
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The range is a measure of the volume of the milkshake. How is it measured? Cubic centimeters? 
Liters? Do all scoops have the same shape? Do all scoops have the same volume? Do all scoops 
have the same mass? More about that after we examine milkshake-making mechanics. 
 
Milkshake-making mechanics. Is the ice cream plopped in before adding milk, or is the milk 
put in first and the scoops of ice cream plopped into the milk? Either way, the milk and ice cream 
are then mixed  in a blender.  
 
Ice cream first, then milk. If the ice cream is plopped in first, then the volume of ice cream in 
the milkshake container is a direct variation function of the number of scoops.  
 
   V = (Vicecream / scoop)(number of scoops) 
 
If we identify volume with y and number of scoops of ice cream with x, the y-intercept is 0 and 
the slope is Vicecream / scoop measured in appropriate units. 
 
If all scoops have exactly the same volume, say Vscoop, the range is 
 
   Range = {0 Vscoop, 1 Vscoop, 2 V2scoop, 3 Vscoop, ..., n Vscoop} 
 
Suppose that all scoops are spheres exactly 5 centimeters in diameter. Then the volume is – well, 
you can work that out and restate the range in cubic centimeters.  
 
Oops, real-life trouble! A scoop of ice cream is probably malleable. The first scoop hits the 
bottom of the container, compresses a bit, squeezes out a little air, and changes shape, volume, 
density. Now plop in another scoop. The second scoop plops down on the first scoop. Both 
change shape, volume, and density, so the volume of ice cream in the container might not be the 
sum of the volumes of the two scoops before they were plopped. Changes in shape, volume, and 
density continue as more scoops are plopped. Soft ice cream will deform more than hard ice 
cream. 
 
What to do? Measure the volume of each scoop before plopping it into the container? Or 
somehow measure the volume of ice cream in the container? If the ice cream is soft enough to 
act as a liquid and conform to the shape of the container, we can calibrate the container to give 
the volume as a function of height. Easy if the container is a cylinder – more difficult for most 
milkshake containers we have seen that vary in diameter from bottom to top. Use graduated 
cylinders or beakers as the milkshake containers? Can we sell that to, say, Baskin-Robbins?   
 
Milk first, then ice cream. If the milk is poured in first and then the ice cream is plopped into 
the milk, the volume in the container can be modeled by the equation 
 
   V =  (Vicecream / scoop)(number of scoops) + Vmilk 
 
If we identify volume with y and number of scoops with x, the y-intercept is Vmilk and the slope 
is Vicecream / scoop, both measured in appropriate units. 
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Conjecture: Ice cream plopped into milk will not deform as much as ice cream plopped into an 
empty container. It will be more likely to retain its original shape and volume. 
 
Practical problems: How do we measure volume? Is the volume of milk measured before it is 
poured into the container? Or is it measured after it is in the container, perhaps by calibrating the 
container with a volume versus height scale? Is the density of ice cream greater than the density 
of milk so that the scoops are submerged as they plop into the container? Or is the density of ice 
cream less that the density of milk so that part of the ice cream floats above the surface of the 
milk? 
 
How about mass instead of volume? We suggest that it might be easier to measure mass than 
measure volume. The mass M of a scoop of ice cream doesn't change when the shape and volume 
change. Using mass instead of volume, the equations are 
 
   Ice cream, then milk:  
 
      Plop in ice cream:  M = (Micecream / scoop)(number of scoops) 
      Then add milk:      M = (Micecream / scoop)(number of scoops) + Mmilk 
 
   Milk, then ice cream:  
 
      Pour in milk:             M = Mmilk 
      Then add ice cream: M = (Micecream / scoop)(number of scoops) + Mmilk 
 
Our Real-Life Milkshake Plop Quest 
 
Where is this "real-life" stuff actually used in real life? "Eureka!," We exclaimed as we ran 
through the streets of Newport fully clothed (not naked as did Archimedes -- too cold!) and 
wended our way to places that make milk shakes.  
 
Alas, no joy. In every place where people make milk shakes, not one place measured the volume 
or mass of the milkshake as a function of the number of scoops of ice cream. Indeed, it was a bit 
scary as these real-life people backed away from our inquiry and reached for the telephone.  
 
Rebuked by real-life people who strangely don't know about this real-life application of 
mathematics, we hiked many kilometers in the wonderment of Gaia, thinking about all of the 
above, and sat on a rock with a great view. Suddenly there plopped into our mind an incredible 
eureka about ... but that's another story for another time.  
 
We encourage you to go out in your neighborhood, find the places that measure the volume of a 
milkshake as a function of the number of scoops of ice cream, and post your findings. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Bob & George 
 


